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Opening Comment
Welcome to the Christmas issue of
‘Portside’. I can’t believe another year has
gone already, and unfortunately we
haven’t got to use our boat anywhere near
as much as we hoped. However a lot of
positive progress has been made with work
on the ‘John Sebastian’ and I am sure you
will agree the effect is very evident.
The AGM has been and gone and on Page 19
you will find a list of the 2016/2017
Executive Officers and Committee
members.
I make no apologies that this issue is
heavily biased towards Light Vessels as we
are fortunate that Anthony Lane has
written another article for us regarding
some of the lost features that would have
been onboard the JS. He has also supplied
an article regarding the type of food that
could be expected at times on board.
Due to the work we are doing to ensure the
preservation of the JS we are grateful for
any insights into its history.
Pete Halliday
Commodore
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If you want to find out more about
the light that would have been on the
JS look at Page 15, and no, that isn’t
Frank waving in the doorway!
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Trinity House Flags
I was asked recently what flag would have been flown on the ‘John Sebastian’ when in
service with Trinity House.

LV55 would have flown the Trinity House defaced red ensign. Originally the ships had
brown hulls and sailed upon a green sea under a cloudy sky, but in about 1937 the flags
were simplified to conform to contemporary heraldic practice and now have stylised black
and white ships on a blue sea against a white background. If you looked closely at a blown
up version of the photograph above, LV55 is flying the later version due to the fact that
the picture was taken during the 1940’s.
The illustrations of the original design of Trinity House flags in the early Admiralty Flag
Books all show the ships sailing towards the fly, instead of towards the hoist. This was
corrected in the 1916 edition by putting the flag staff on the right of each illustration
Sources: David Prothero, Martin Grieve, Miles Li

Early Style
Trinity
House Jack
Early Style
Trinity
House
Ensign

Master of Trinity House
This is an honorary rank, currently held by HRH the Duke
of Edinburgh.
Both the Master and Deputy-master of Trinity House
have their own flags separate from the jack. The
Master's flag in proportions of 1:2 consists of a Cross of
St George on a white field with an 'antique' ship in each
canton and a full achievement of arms in the centre.
Source: Christopher Southworth,
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Bathurst Basin Explosion 1888
When looking recently at articles relating to Bristol Harbour history I came across
various accounts of an explosion in Bathurst Basin in 1888 which I had never heard
about before. What follows is an amalgam of the various accounts I found.
Bathurst Basin today is the home of Cabot Cruising Club, however in the Basins working
history on the 21st November 1888 a Ketch called the ‘United’ from Jersey was moored just
inside the basin awaiting departure.
She was loaded with 310 barrels of Naphtha, a very volatile fuel distilled from coal tar
bound for London. The authorities were well aware of the danger and so were her crew of
four and as such the Master had banned any flame so there was no smoking, cooking or even
tea-making. Just after 11am a tremendous explosion occurred in the 'United'. Parts of the
ship were flung into the air accompanied by 'a wall of flame of appalling fierceness'. The
burning naphtha floated on and spread over the surface of the dock. It was driven towards
other ships in the basin and these too were soon on fire. All the lower windows of the
adjacent General Hospital were blown out as were those of the Ostrich and the houses in
Guinea Street.
A squad of policemen soon
arrived to help as did the city
fire brigade with its horsedrawn fire engine. The docks
water-float also arrived and all
were pumping water onto the
burning vessel. All in all it
took three hours to bring the
inferno under control.
You can see flames on the water

The Master, Mate and the young ships lad Toby all lost their lives. The other seaman on
board was blown through the air landing in the water but survived with just a broken leg. He
was picked by a boat from another ship. One hundred feet of fire-damaged stone had to be
removed from the wharf wall, so it could be refaced and the harbour junction rail bridge
had to be closed for repairs
The General Hospital had lost most of its lower windows on the side that faced the basin so
to protect the bed-ridden against the elements there was clearly an urgent need for
glaziers. The response in 1888 was to send out a call for glaziers and they arrived from all
over the city. By nightfall it is said that all the windows in the General Hospital had been
replaced.
The whole incident lasted for some three hours, time enough even in 1880’s for the press to
hear about it and send a photographer who recorded the scene for posterity. It shows the
naphtha blazing on the water outside what is now Byzantine Court.
Attributes : Gordon Faulkner , About Bristol, The Annals of Bristol
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Christmas Quiz
1. What date is St Stephen's Day?
2. In Charles Dickens' novel A Christmas Carol, who was Scrooge's dead
business partner?
3. The song White Christmas was first performed in which 1942 film?
4. London's Trafalgar Square Christmas tree is traditionally given by which
country?
5. In the song The Twelve Days of Christmas, '...my true love brought to me
nine...' what?
6. Which Christmas carol includes the lyrics '...To save us all from Satan's
power, when we were gone astray..'?
7. The character Jack Skellington appears in which 1993 Tim Burton film?
8. What colour are the berries of the mistletoe plant?
9. In the inspirational 1946 film, it’s a Wonderful Life, what's the name of
George Bailey's guardian angel?
10. What are the names of the three wise men said to have brought gifts to
the baby Jesus?
11. What is New Year's Eve called in Scotland?
12. What Christmas item was invented by London baker and wedding-cake
specialist Tom Smith in 1847?
13. In what year was Band-Aid's original “Do They Know It's Christmas” UK
Christmas chart-topping record released
14. In which modern country is St Nicholas's birthplace and hometown?
15. Who wrote ‘How the Grinch Stole Christmas’?
16. From which country does the poinsettia plant originate?
17. Who is officially credited as the author of Auld Lang Syne?
18. How many points does a snowflake have?
19. What is the name of the cake traditionally eaten in Italy at Christmas?
You will find the answers on the back page.
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Annual- General Meeting – 27th October
The meeting was opened by the President Bernie Rowe. After the apologies for
non attendance and the adoption of the 2015 AGM minutes the Commodore
gave an overview of the previous year mentioning the problems that had been
encountered through the year, the extensive amount of work that had been
done to the JS and the efforts being taken to increase the Clubs, and the
vessels profile within Bristol to help safeguard the future of both. Sarah Walker
the Treasurer then outlined this year’s accounts which generally considering
the three month closure and amount spent on ongoing maintenance and
improvements were surprisingly good.
Bernie Rowe was affirmed again as our President with Martin Peters and Peter
Corcoran being affirmed as Vice Presidents. Paul Morris as Treasurer, Lynda
Halliday as Secretary and Diane Davis, Phoebe Arrowsmith-Brown, Stuart Lees
and Jason Pullinger as new Committee members to join Vaughan Thomas and
Don Norris. For the present the Bar Chair position remained vacant but would
be discussed at the first committee meeting. The position of Vice Commodore
was contested between Tim Williams and Ben Ewing. The count ended up in a
dead heat, necessitating a second ballot which was won narrowly by Ben Ewing.
Trustees re-appointed until the incorporation of the Club as a non profit making
Limited Company were Dennis Ludwell and Sylvia Bush.
The only question put forward from the floor was regarding the method used
for end of year bar auditing. This would be discussed at the November
Committee meeting.
The President then closed the meeting.

Nautical Pirate Facts
 A favourite tipple of pirates was grog. Traditionally, grog was rum diluted with
water or weak beer. It could be consumed cold or warm. To give flavour to this
drink, sugar, lime juice or cinnamon would be added to the mixture.
 Most pirates didn't actually use a Jolly Roger as their flag. Instead, they just used
black flags.
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Lightvessel 55 Work Party Update
Work has been progressing well on board with the portside nearly completed. The heating
tank has been moved freeing up more space on the aft deck for people to relax on when
the weather is nice. First coats of paint have improved the appearance of the cellar and
work has begun on the upper lounge area.
Even though it is dark early now please get down on Tuesday evenings to the work party as
there are plenty of jobs that can be done inside during the winter months .
As we are about to start a bit of caulking on the JS it was
appropriate that I recently happened to come across the
origins of the saying:

"Devil to Pay"
Today the expression "devil to pay" is used primarily as a
means of conveying an unpleasant and impending happening.
Originally, this expression denoted the specific task aboard
ship of caulking the longest seam.
The "devil" was the longest seam on a wooden ship, and
caulking was done with "pay" or pitch. This gruelling task of
paying the devil was despised by every seaman, and the
expression came to denote any unpleasant task.

Don’t miss the New Years Eve‘s Party, which
surprisingly is on Saturday 31st December.
Always a fantastic night.
Annual Dinner Dance
4th February 2017
Book Your Tickets
ASAP
See Ben, Sarah or Emma

WORK PARTIES EVERY TUESDAY
EVENING
from about 18.45, come along and
lend a hand.

Don’t forget to give Frank your
nominations for awards or hand in
your log books.
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South Bristol Amateur Radio Enthusiasts
This year’s ‘International Lighthouses and Lightships on the Air’
weekend took place over the days of 20th – 21st August, and
once again South Bristol Amateur Radio Enthusiasts were our
guests on the John Sebastian (Light Vessel 55) in Bathurst Basin.
Setting up their equipment on the aft deck they then
proceeded to make contact with as many UK and overseas
stations as possible.
If you are interested and would like to learn more have a look
on the club’s website: www.sbarc.co.uk

CCC & MLRA Auction Night

Every year we normally hold a very successful auction night. This year after discussions with
John Bates and Joi Demery of Merchants Landing Residents Association we decided to hold a
joint auction with residents providing many of the items.
What a great evening it was with Paul Morris acting as auctioneer ably assisted by Frank Pring
showcasing each lot, just about every object was sold. Some great items were supplied by the
residents ranging from a comfy chair right through to two hosted dinner parties by Susan
Hooper. I am not sure what happened but amongst a number of items purchased we ended up
with an anchor, a barbeque (just right for the winter) and boat magazines (as if I haven’t got
enough already). The evening ended up raising about £600 for the Club which will go towards
the current upgrading and maintenance works taking place on board the ‘John Sebastian’. It
was such an enjoyable evening we will certainly be looking at planning some further joint
events with MLRA.

A Couple of Maritime Quotes
“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn’t do than
by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbour. Catch
the trade winds in your sails. Explore! Dream! Discover!” Mark Twain
“And it is an interesting biological fact that all of us have in our veins the exact same
percentage of salt in our blood that exists in the ocean, and, therefore, we have salt in our
blood, in our sweat, in our tears. We are tied to the ocean. And when we go back to the sea,
whether it is to sail or to watch it, we are going back from whence we came.”
John F. Kennedy
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A Pot of Shackles -
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A meal for lightsmen that catered for every

taste.
Lightshipmen always had to take their own food for their turn of duty on board, taking
the first month’s food with them when they went and trusting that the second month’s food
would arrive safely when the relief men came to start their own two months. At the time I
joined in 1933, we did two months on the lightship and then had a month on shore, in which
we were employed at various duties at the district depot.
The system was that each man going on board would take his own food for a month,
and also make sure that his opposite number’s food was taken out as well. To make things
easier and more certain it was the usual practice to take as much as possible the first month
and just have the perishables such as bread, meat, vegetables, etc., sent out for the second
month.
These were the days before deep freezers and refrigerators were in general use and in
the summer months we had problems with food going off. For that reason we took as little as
possible and as the pay wasn’t a lot we really couldn’t afford to take more than absolutely
necessary, and just hoped that the relief wouldn’t be very much overdue. So, when the relief
was overdue, and quite often before that, we ran short of various items, the fresh foodstuffs
in particular. Until this happened we had all prepared and cooked our own individual meals
according to the traditional custom of the lightship service.
Now we had to be a little different and it was a regular event for us to pool what we
had left. The man acting as cook for the month would collect from each man whatever he
had to offer: a couple of sprouting onions, a few wrinkled carrots, scraps of bacon, a little bit
of salt beef, oddments of corned beef, split peas, rice, some haricot beans and any other
items. All this then went into a big pot with some gravy powder and perhaps a tin or two of
beans, tomatoes or soup and was then put on the stove to cook. As we usually had plenty of
flour for making bread the cook always made some dumplings to put in the pot and very filling
they were too.
Quite often the skipper came along to the forecastle, having caught a whiff of the
cooking and he then gave the cook some more ingredients to add to the concoction bubbling
on the coal-fired stove. It didn’t matter what it might be, everything went into that pot
except fish; that was never done. But dried fruit, scrapings of jam, tapioca, macaroni; if it
was edible it went in, and, believe it or not, the end product was delicious, or so we thought.
It was always called a “Pot of Shackles.” How the name arose I never did find out. All
the older hands could tell me was that a “Pot of Shackles” was a little bit of everything that
could be found in a lightship. It seemed to be a very apt name.

Note: This account was written by the late A.T. ‘Reg.’ Gibbs, light vessel master. The
depot referred to was Harwich, where each lightsman would give his food requirements
to a local grocer, who would deliver the same to the quay for loading on the tender on
the morning of departure. Much the same procedure was followed at the other Trinity
House depots.
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Cookery Corner - Quick Light Bites

Pasta with Turkey and Broccoli

Directions:
1. Cook the pasta according to the package directions, adding the

Clever

broccoli during the last minute. Drain and return the pasta and
broccoli to the pot.
2. Meanwhile, heat 1 tablespoon of the oil in a large skillet over

medium-high heat. Add the turkey, garlic, fennel seed, and red
pepper and cook, breaking up the meat with a spoon, until
browned, 3 to 5 minutes; season with ½ teaspoon salt.
3. Toss the turkey mixture with the pasta and broccoli and the
remaining 2 tablespoons of oil. Serve with Parmesan.
4.

Ingredients:
 ¾ pound pasta of choice
 2 cups broccoli florets
 3 tablespoons olive oil
 1 lb ground turkey
 2 cloves garlic, chopped
 1 teaspoon fennel seed
 ½ teaspoon crushed red pepper
 salt

 Parmesan, for serving
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CCC BASIN RALLY (29th/30th

Portside
September/1st October) by Lynda Halliday

What a fantastic Basin Rally we had this year. The entertainment was exceptional with three
different acts on the Friday night including burlesque dancing which was well appreciated by
the attendees, and I imagine a first for a Club function. The Jazz band that played was
excellent, plus the food was again another first, meat and fish paellas served freshly cooked
from huge pans on the aft deck. A big thanks to Bernie for arranging the Friday night
entertainment.
On the Saturday and Sunday mornings for those who could get up bacon butties and toast
were available. For the later risers pasties, pies and cream teas were the order of the day.
The Saturday night BBQ was another highlight harking back to the old days with Mr & Mrs
Peters enveloped in smoke dispensing superb burgers, sausages, steaks and chicken plus a
range of various salads accoutrements.
Frank had arranged the
band for Saturday night,
another act that had never
played on the JS before,
but certainly had
everybody up and dancing
for the whole evening.
Lots of members and their
families and friends …..
continued on page 11
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BASIN RALLY continued
….came along on both evenings to support the Club. It was lovely to
see a thoroughly successful event taking place in the Basin again
this year, and I hope this is just a forerunner for many better
supported functions to come.

Halloween Party

29th October

Unfortunately not well attended, however the
people that did turn up had an enjoyable evening
listening to the disco by Tim and enjoying the food
that had been laid on.
The Club was brilliantly decorated and Ciara had
carved pumpkins that adorned various parts of the JS
along with other ghoulish paraphernalia.

The Jack
Calloway Jazz
Band
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A Blast from the Past
Cabot Cruising Club Rally at Hanham Mills
believed to be in 1948

This Rally was advertised
in the Evening Post, in
what looks like 1946

You might be a total boat nut if:


any of your wedding gifts came from Force 4.



you think your wife looks "hot" in foul weather gear.



your best shoes are deck shoes.



you fly a burgee on your car aerial



your mooring ropes are brand new, but your belt has two splices.



you use a marlin spike to break blisters.



you have at least one broken boat part in your car at all times.



your holiday plans centre around two weeks with a roller and tin of antifouling



you have to dress up to go to the local shop.



you think of self-amalgamating and duct tape as a long term investment.



you have at least two fridges on board as the second one can take food.



the local boat yard's phone number is the first one on your phone directory.
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Engine Winterisation Tips
Planning to take you boat out of commission for the winter? If you haven’t
already done it then these few tips may help ensure that in the Spring you
will have a lessened chance of encountering problems.
Here are the basics:
Make sure your diesel tank is either empty or full: This will help to reduce condensation
in the tank over the winter, and it is this water ingress which can help foster diesel bug. If
you already suspect you have the bug add an additive now.
Check and change the fuel filter: This will help identify if there is already a problem with
the fuel. Even if the sight bowl is clear it still pays to change the filter(s).
Change the engine oil. Run the engine up to temperature, then using a vacuum pump
remove the oil via the dipstick access hole. This is a cleaner and easier process and helps
prevents spills. Refill the engine with clean oil and of the correct grade for your engine.
Change the oil filter. This is the hardest and dirtiest part of an oil change especially if
access is difficult. Use a good filter wrench that doesn’t damage the filter and to minimise
mess use a plastic bag to put around the filter to catch any spilt oil and the filter. The oil
filter(s) should be changed as least annually.
Check the fresh water cooling level and top up. It is also important to have the right ratio
of water to Anti-freeze. Anti freeze in the coolant water doesn’t just protect your engine
from the cold but also acts as a corrosion inhibiter protecting the internal water ways within
the engine.
Remove the Seawater pump impeller: If the impeller remains in one position for too long
then it can become de-formed and become less effective and fail. The impellor(s) should
always be changed annually.
Loosen or remove the drive belts: Leaving them
in one position for several months may cause them
to deform and crack. In the spring replace them if
there are any signs of wear.
Clean and inspect the engine: Look for anything
amiss, check all jubilee clips for corrosion,
electrical wiring for corrosion and chaff and look
for any water, fuel or oil leaks. Make sure the
bilges are clean. Clean bilges make it easier to
spot faults earlier. After cleaning the engine spray
with a corrosion inhibitor type maintenance spray.
Batteries: If you can’t remove them try and
charge them every month if possible. If they are 45 years old it might be time to think about
replacing them.
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Further Facts Relating to Lightships
Some Features of the Later Wooden Lightships ….by Anthony Lane

(21/11/2016)

Over the last thirty years or so I have tried to record the construction, layout and operation
of the wooden lightships in as great a detail as I can as so much has been gradually lost. As
the Victorian era progressed sail gave way to steam, resulting in an increase in the speed of
ships. Brighter warning lights were needed and louder warnings of hazardous sandbanks
required when the frequent fogs occurred.
A general overview of the important developments relating to LV 55.
Trinity House started the 19th century with about ten lightships of a very basic design
incorporating a fixed light hoisted up the mast each night and a bell rung by hand in fog. By
the end of the century there were some fifty light vessels, each with revolving lights
showing a distinctive set of flashes, white, red or green, characteristic of their station. The
fog signals had progressed through Chinese gongs, still struck by hand, to powerful sirens
driven by compressed air or occasionally by steam. They were also equipped with signal
carronades and a multitude of rockets to warn the shore of any shipwreck which might occur
on their adjacent sandbank.
These improvements resulted from the advanced engineering and optical
developments at Trinity House aimed initially at lighthouses. Although the latter remained
the most sophisticated, being obviously a much more stable platform than the lightships,
scaled down versions of the rotating mechanisms and Argand lamp improvements were
successfully transferred to the vessels. The location of the fog signal machinery was less
critical and Eriksson and Brown’s caloric engines were equally installed ashore and afloat.
Latterly the Hornsby-Ackroyd semi diesel, fitted with an air compressor, became the
standard engine fitted to lighthouses and lightships from 1900 onwards.
Nearly all of these developments occurred during the second half of the 19 th century
with the wooden lightship reaching its zenith in the 1880s, precisely the time when LV 55
was built. Sir James Douglass, Chief Engineer of Trinity House, had recently perfected the
twin-wick Argand lamp, which he fitted to a 21-inch parabolic mirror. This replaced the
earlier single-wick lamp with a 12-inch mirror. The candle power of the assembly was thus
increased from about 750 to 4,000. At the same time the lantern diameter was increased
from 6-feet to 8-feet, the latter having a weight of about 2 tons. Due to the extra effort of
raising this on the mast, and problems with engaging the optic drive gear, it was generally
left in the raised position; the lamplighters climbing the mast to clean the glazing, maintain
the lamps and fill their oil reservoirs.

Illustration 1. The
foredeck of light
vessel No. 71. The
layout is very similar
to how No. 55 would
have appeared.
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Some Features of the Later Wooden Lightships ….continued
A New Windlass and Improved Anchors.
Another important invention of the 1870s was the Harfield windlass, which when
coupled to a hot air or steam engine, avoided the onerous manual recovery of the anchor
cable for its regular examination. Two of the major manual hauling tasks were thus removed
from ships in which every activity had involved much labour. Only the later ships benefited in
this way, however LV 14 at the Nore did not receive an 8-foot lantern until the 1920s and
always had a manual windlass.
The bower reserve anchors were also changed on these later vessels. A Frenchman,
Francois Martin, had patented a lay-flat anchor in England which was adopted in preference
to the older Admiralty pattern anchor. Martin anchors were mounted on slanted beds
incorporated into the bulwarks and could be released directly with a single lever, whereas the
earlier versions were located on sloping ‘billboards,’ behind double doors in the bulwarks.
A Typical Foredeck Layout
The first illustration shows the foredeck of the derelict LV 72, which bears a very close
resemblance to how that of LV 55 would have appeared. LV 72 has a iron hull but that does
not affect its general arrangement. The Harfield windlass is at centre foreground with its
compressed air driving cylinders at the rear. The position where the manual cranks could be
fitted in case of failure has been removed and replaced with a cover plate. Immediately
ahead of the windlass lies the forward access ladder and companionway from the crew’s
accommodation in the fo’c’s’le. Beyond that lies the foremast (not present in LV 55), the two
cable stoppers and the access hatch to the forepeak. At the sides are seen the two inclined
bower anchor beds; the port bed still has its Martin anchor held in the correct position by its
retaining chains. The cable for this anchor passes through the starboard hawse pipe and is led
back over the gypsy pulley on the same side of the windlass. The main riding cable is absent.
Forward of the two bower anchor davits are two ventilators, normally found in this position
on these vessels.
The Standard 8-foot lantern
The enlarged 8-foot lantern was introduced
with LV50 in 1879 and fitted to vessels built after
that date (and gradually retrofitted to earlier vessels
as they came in for dry-docking). One reason for the
larger size was the need to accommodate up to five
of the new 21-inch mirrors on a single face. This
illustration shows the lantern of LV71 when the ship
was brought in to Ramsgate from the South Goodwin
station in the late 1920s. Carrying aloft the colza oil
canisters, which held about three gallons, needed
some dexterity and the lamp filling process often
ensured that some ended up on the floor of the
lantern. The slippery floor led to some excitement
when the lantern was gyrating in a heavy sea. Add to
that the night-time merry-go-round of the lamps
rotating and swinging on their gimbals, together with
the heat generated, it will be appreciated that the
lamplighter’s job was not suitable for the fainthearted. Note the foot rail and hand holds to be
used when cleaning the external glazing of the
lantern.

Illustration 2. The 8-foot lantern
installed aboard the lightships from
1880 onwards. It allowed cleaning
and maintenance of the lamps to be
carried out aloft.
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Some Features of the Later Wooden Lightships ….continued
The Hornsby-Ackroyd 14 HP oil engine.
My final illustration shows an example of the engine chosen for most of the offshore
lighthouses and many of the lightships from LV 35 onwards to provide the compressed air for the
fog sirens. This picture shows an engine used as an auxiliary at a windmill at Ashford in Kent but
is of the same power and was built within a year of the two (Nos. 9340, 9341) supplied for fitting
to LV 55 in September 1904. A very large blowlamp was used to heat the hot bulb of this engine
and, once the required temperature had been reached, the flywheel could be rotated and the
engine theoretically would start. These engines really deserve an article to themselves, such
were their idiosyncrasies, but once running they were very quiet and reliable. I have failed to
discover a surviving example of a 14 HP light vessel engine with its compressor; they were simply
destroyed when the later Gardner engines became available.
In conclusion it can be said that the interior of
the lightships in their functioning role was very
crowded with relatively little light, the two
engines with their associated air receivers and
fuel tanks taking up most of the machinery
space. Comfort was very low on the list of
priorities for the crews of seven who worked
aboard these vessels.

Illustration 3. An
example of the Hornsby
oil engine used to power
the fog sirens from 1900
onwards. The 5, 9.5 and
14 HP versions remained
in service until the last
of the wooden lightships
were disposed of in the
1950s.

Lighthearted Nonsense – A few suggestions for the ex-sailor who misses the Navy







Repeat back everything anyone says to you.
Every time there's a thunderstorm, go and sit in a wobbly rocking chair and rock as
hard as you can until you're nauseous.
Put lubricating oil in your humidifier instead of water and set it to "High".
Once a month take every major appliance completely apart and then put them back
together.
Use 18 scoops of coffee per pot and allow it to sit for 5 or 6 hours before drinking.
Raise the thresholds and lower the top sills on your front and back doors so that you
either trip over the threshold or hit your head on the sill every time you pass
through one of them.

Useful Contacts
Name

VHF Channel

Seaward
Harbour Master
Bristol VTS (A’mouth)
City Docks Radio
Portishead Marina
Sharpness Lock
Cardiff Barrage
Penarth Marina

73
12
14
80
13
18
80

Phone

01179
01179
01179
01275
01453
02920
02920

031484
822257
273633
841941
511968
700234
705021

Inland
Netham Lock
Hanham Lock

01179 776590
07711 403474

Police
Community Police

101

Please contact us for inclusion of your organisation or details of any events
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Useful Contacts

If you would like to advertise your organisation
in ‘Portside’ please get in touch via the e-mail
address on the back page
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Cabot Cruising Club Officers and Committee Members

President:

Bernie Rowe

Vice Presidents:

Martin Peters
Peter Corcoran

Commodore:

Pete Halliday

Vice Commodore:

Ben Ewing

Rear Commodore:

Frank Pring (Moorings Officer)

Bar Chairman:
Hon Secretary:
Hon Treasurer:

Dennis Ludwell
Lynda Halliday
Paul Morris

Committee:

Stuart Lees
Phoebe Arrowsmith-Brown
Jason Pullinger
Don Norris
Vaughan Thomas
Diane Davis

(Social Secretary)

-Boat Events Organiser
-Health & Safety
-Bosun
-Website & Advertising
-Membership Secretary

Why Not Visit Us?
Thursday and Saturday
evenings are club nights.
From 19.30 our doors are
open to members, guests and
anyone who would just like a
convivial atmosphere to have
a drink and a chat. Have a
look at our Facebook page or
log on to our website for
more information:
www.cabotcruisingclub.co.uk
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Editors Contact Details:
‘PORTSIDE’
E-Mail:
p.halliday594@btinternet.com

Cabot Cruising Club
‘John Sebastian’
John Sebastian
Quay
Bathurst Basin
Bristol
BS1 6SG

Disclaimer

We hope you enjoyed this issue. If
you have any contributions please
e-mail them to us for inclusion in
the next copy.

End Note

‘The replica is displayed in Buckland
Abbey whilst the original is safely
stored away’

26th December
Jacob Marley
Holiday Inn
Norway
Ladies Dancing
God Rest Ye Merry Gentleman
The Nightmare Before Christmas
White
Clarence
Balthasar, Melchior, Caspar
Hogmanay
Christmas Cracker
1984
Turkey
Dr. Seuss
Mexico
Robert Burns
Six
Panettone
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- Sir Francis Drake's Drum

It has long been believed that a drum owned by Sir Francis Drake
possesses strange powers. When he was dying off the coast of
Panama in 1596, Drake ordered his drum to be sent back to his home
near Plymouth, England. A replica is displayed in Buckland Abbey
to this day.
Drake had vowed on his deathbed that if anyone beat upon it when
England was in danger, that he would return to defend his country.
But the legend changed through the years. Now the drum rolls out
ghostly warnings on its own. It is said that the drum gave a growl
when Napoleon was brought as a prisoner to Plymouth following the
Battle of Waterloo. And it has been heard 3 times in this century:
once in 1914 when the first World War started; 4 years later aboard
the flagship Royal Oak and once in the Second World War during the
retreat from Dunkirk.
In 1918 as the German fleet steamed into Scapa Flow to surrender, a
drum began an echoing tattoo somewhere within the Royal Oak. The
commander himself made an unsuccessful search of the ship. But no
sign of the drum or drummer was found.
When the Royal Oak dropped anchor, the drums victory roll stopped,
as mysteriously as it began. Drake was at rest once again.
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Christmas Quiz
Answers

Any information or
observations made
in this publication
are given in good
faith, and third
party remarks are
not necessarily the
opinion of the
editor.
Accreditation has
been given when
and where available

At the Stern

Boating Joke
I finally snapped,” the man said. “Last night
while I was going over the bills, I discovered
how much money my wife squanders and I hit
the roof.” “What did you do?” asked his friend.
“I stormed into the lounge and gave her a
lecture on economy and thrift.” “Did it
help?” “I’ll say. Tomorrow we’re selling my
boat.”
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